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You see, the little bunny rabbit keeps hopping from one square to the next, eliminating all the numbers that don't add up to the main 9 number...Click to play this puzzle. Imminent Danger - How to Play it: Drag the boxes that you see to the adjacent empty boxes.You need to eliminate all the columns with the same digit (different numbers could be used
to represent a single digit).The game is over when all the 9 digits have been eliminated. Pie Game: Pie Game, a Puzzle Tool, is a puzzle that allows you to play hundreds of puzzles right from your browser. 100% Free! Now you can quickly build complex puzzles with multiple solution paths, and other features.You can save the puzzle, or even share it with
your friends.Bunnies are happy to see that you found them! About The Game Bunnies are buddies of the forest. Now you can play with them. A cute, happy game Bunnies are good for your mind - these animals are smart and active.Many animals have their own specific life. Use their ability to be as a key to solve and create the most difficult puzzle. To
solve Bunnies are curious animals.And what is more important is that Bunnies are extremely happy that they have found in the jungle a new friend.Touch the squares to change the shape of the segments. Make the bunnies happy, solve the puzzle, and get the key to the puzzle. Adorable Friends: Features: - free - multiple solution path - 10.000 puzzles -
unlimited repeats - fun and easy puzzle to play - share your puzzles with friends - puzzle tool - multiple difficulty levels - high quality - allow the browser - full screen - multiple languages - high speed - and much more... More games are coming... Let us know if you want to see something else! Join Our Community: Have fun playing puzzles? I would love
to see your games! You can visit the forum to share your games and learn from other puzzle creators. Yoga Game: Yoga game, is a Gym exercise game. It's a flash puzzle which is aimed to help players practice

Features Key:
 Two kinds of maps: Desert and Mountain, play as CTF or Mapprotection mode in Desert

 There are many weapons such as AK47, P90, AWP, Dragunov, G3, AG-88,.. 

 Two types of skins provided: Desert (textureless) and Mountain (with texture), more skins will be added in updates and more skins will be purchasable! 

 Eight game modes: Capture the Flag, Site, Slaughterhouse, etc

 Up to 18 players on one map, long time maps will be added in updates

 Play the more competitive modes, and the players in the online game will help you: your army can be trained, and your tactics can be improved!

 Three game modes: Inferno, Swarm, Object

 Unique weapons: you can call for airstrikes, rocket launchers, missile crates..

 One for CTF, one for defuse, and one for capture, switch between any combination you like!

 Up to 32 maps: desert, mountain, island, illigal, city, and so on

 One for LAN, one for online, one for training, and one for games!

 120+ weapons, 8 type weapons included: regi-91, AK-12, AK-7, R-5, KSG(GMG,SG), AWP, P90

 You can choose the number of rounds you play, and the "thrust" setting can also be configurate, to make the game more interesting!
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